Expression and lysosomal targeting of CLN7, a major facilitator superfamily transporter associated with variant late-infantile neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis
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Neuronal ceroid lipofuscinoses (NCLs) constitute a group of progressive neurodegenerative disorders resulting from mutations in at least eight different genes. Mutations in the most recently identified NCL gene, MFSD8/CLN7, underlie a variant of late-infantile NCL (vLINCL). The MFSD8/CLN7 gene encodes a polytopic protein with unknown function, which shares homology with ion-coupled membrane transporters. In this study, we confirmed the lysosomal localization of the native CLN7 protein. This localization of CLN7 is not impaired by the presence of pathogenic missense mutations or after genetic ablation of the N-glycans. Expression of chimeric and full-length constructs showed that lysosomal targeting of CLN7 is mainly determined by an N-terminal dileucine motif, which specifically binds to the heterotetrameric adaptor AP-1 in vitro.

We also show that CLN7 mRNA is more abundant in neurons than astrocytes and microglia, and that it is expressed throughout rat brain, with increased levels in the granular layer of cerebellum and hippocampal pyramidal cells. Interestingly, this cellular and regional distribution is in good agreement with the autofluorescent lysosomal storage and cell loss patterns found in brains from CLN7-defective patients. Overall, these data highlight lysosomes as the primary site of action for CLN7, and suggest that the pathophysiology underpinning CLN7-associated vLINCL is a cell-autonomous process.
INTRODUCTION

Neuronal ceroid lipofuscinoses (NCLs) comprise a group of genetically heterogeneous neurodegenerative disorders, with many similarities in clinical manifestation and disease pathology. The patients present with deterioration of cognitive and motor skills, epileptic seizures, progressive loss of vision, and premature death. To date, mutations in eight different genes have been shown to result in NCLs (1). Mutations in CLN7/MFSD8 (MIM 611124) underlie a variant form of late-infantile neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis (vLINCL), originally identified in a subset of mainly Turkish patients (2). Since the identification of CLN7/MFSD8, a further 22 disease-causing mutations have been reported in patients of various ethnic origins, suggesting that the geographical distribution of defects in this gene is more widespread than originally anticipated (2–6). Electron microscopy has revealed an intralysosomal accumulation of membrane material with various profiles, including fingerprints, in the lysosomes of CLN7-defective patients (2,7).

CLN7/MFSD8 encodes the polytopic protein CLN7 with a suggested topology of 12 transmembrane domains, and both the N- and C-terminal tails are thought to be facing the cytosol. Based on sequence homology, CLN7 belongs to the major facilitator superfamily (MFS) of secondary active transporters. MFS transporters translocate small solutes across membranes, generally using chemiosmotic ion gradients (8). To date, 63 MFS families have been described (9), which are often characterized by similar types of substrates or a similar ion-coupling mechanism within a given family. The substrates transported include sugars, drugs, metabolites, amino acids, nucleosides and vitamins but not macromolecules (8). Both the function and the substrate specificity of CLN7 remain unknown.

NCL proteins are classified as soluble [CLN1/PPT1 (10), CLN2/TPP1 (11), CLN10/CTSD (12,13), CLN5 (14,15)] or transmembrane proteins [CLN3 (16), CLN6 (17,18), CLN8 (19)], localizing to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) or to lysosomes. Although NCL proteins are ubiquitously expressed, the endogenous expression levels of many of them are relatively low, making determination of their intracellular localization difficult. This has resulted in controversial data and debate concerning the precise site of action of different NCL proteins (20). Like the majority of NCL proteins (excluding CLN6 and CLN8), overexpressed CLN7 has been shown to co-localize with lysosomal markers, and is therefore suggested to perform its transport function across the lysosomal membrane (2).

Targeting of lysosomal membrane proteins is typically mediated by short stretches of amino acid residues situated in their cytosolic domains (21). These sorting motifs belong to two major classes, the tyrosine-based and the dileucine-based motifs. Tyrosine-based signals conform to the consensus motif YXXXΦ, in which Y is a tyrosine, Χ any amino acid and Φ a bulky hydrophobic amino acid. Dileucine-based motifs can be divided into two distinct classes, [DE]XXX[IL] and DXXLL, which differ by the position of the acidic residues preceding the pair of leucines (or leucine–isoleucine) and are recognized by a distinct class of membrane coat adaptor proteins (21). In addition to typical tyrosine- and dileucine-based motifs, unconventional targeting motifs have also been reported to facilitate targeting of some lysosomal membrane proteins (22,23), including the lysosomal NCL protein CLN3 (24). Tyrosine-based and [DE]XXX[IL]-type motifs are recognized by heterotetrameric adaptor protein (AP) complexes (AP-1, AP-2, AP-3, and AP-4), whereas DXXLL-type motifs are recognized by monomeric GGAs (Golgi-localized, gamma-ear containing, ARF-binding proteins) (21,25). As these adaptor proteins function at distinct sites of the exocytic and endocytic pathways, adaptor/motif binding events determine which trafficking route delivers membrane proteins to the lysosome. Lysosomal membrane proteins can be targeted from the trans-Golgi network either directly to early or late endosomes (direct route) or indirectly via the plasma membrane (indirect route).

In the present study, we investigated the expression and trafficking of CLN7. We show that the regional and cellular expression of CLN7 corresponds well with the pathological findings characteristic of the brains of vLINCL patients. Furthermore, we show that lysosomal sorting of CLN7 is mainly determined by an N-terminal dileucine motif. Mutation of this targeting motif leads to a significant misrouting of CLN7 to the plasma membrane, thus providing a tool to identify its transport function in future studies.

RESULTS

Native CLN7 localizes to lysosomes and late endosomes

To confirm that tagging of CLN7 does not interfere with its intracellular localization, an antibody was raised against a peptide derived from the mouse sequence and the distributions of EGFP-tagged and -untagged mouse CLN7 (mCLN7) were compared in transiently transfected HeLa cells. To facilitate subsequent experiments, human CLN7 (hCLN7) was also tagged with EGFP. Both EGFP-tagged mouse and human CLN7 extensively co-localized with the late endosomal/lysosomal marker lysosomal-associated membrane protein 1 (LAMP1) (Fig. 1A and B), in agreement with previous findings (2). When HeLa cells transiently expressing EGFP-mCLN7 were analyzed by immunofluorescence with our immunopurified anti-mCLN7 antibody (UBP119ip), extensive overlap was found between the EGFP and immunofluorescence signals (Fig. 1C), thus validating the selectivity of our antibody in this technique. Expression of the untagged mCLN7 construct in HeLa cells, followed by staining with our novel antibody also showed co-localization with LAMP1 (Fig. 1D). The lysosomal nature of mCLN7-immunopositive puncta was also demonstrated using the fluorogenic proteolysis probe DQ-Red-BSA, a highly conjugated protein substrate which undergoes dequenching upon digestion in endocytic compartments after fluid-phase endocytosis. When live transfected HeLa cells were incubated with this probe prior to immunofluorescence analysis, DQ-Red-BSA fluorescence appeared as intracellular puncta which all tested positive for untagged mCLN7 immunoreactivity (Fig. 1E).

We next examined whether endogenous CLN7 can also be detected with our antibody. As the anti-mCLN7 antibody showed poor sensitivity by immunoblotting (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1), subcellular fractionation was precluded to address this issue. Since CLN7 deficiency causes a neurological
We thus focused on primary cultures of mouse hippocampal neurons to determine the intracellular localization of endogenous CLN7. Unexpectedly, the UBP119ip antibody strongly labeled the nuclei of mouse hippocampal neurons (Fig. 2C) in an antigenic peptide-dependent manner (data not shown). This nuclear staining resulted from a cross-reaction artifact, also observed in human cell lines (see nuclear staining in Fig. 1C), although the UBP119ip antibody does not recognize the human protein (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1). However, the UBP119ip staining also exhibited a punctuate profile which co-localized with DQ-Red-BSA and with mLAMP1 in the soma and proximal dendrites of hippocampal neurons (Fig. 2C). We thus concluded that native mCLN7 predominantly localizes to lysosomes and late endosomes in neurons.
Putative lysosomal targeting motifs of CLN7

The intracellular localization of native CLN7 suggests the existence of lysosomal targeting signals in its sequence. The amino acid sequence and topological prediction of hCLN7 were evaluated for the identification of putative dileucine- or tyrosine-based sorting motifs (21), which are typically located at the cytosolic tails of lysosomal membrane proteins. The N-terminus of hCLN7 contains a canonical [DE]XXX[L/IL]-type putative dileucine motif, 9-EQEPLL-14 (Fig. 3), which is conserved among vertebrates (Supplementary Material, Fig. S2). We also considered 22-EWDIL-26.

Figure 2. Expression and intracellular localization of native CLN7 in rodent neural cells. (A) mRNAs from five NCL-associated genes—Cathepsin D (Cath. D), Palmitoyl-Protein Thioesterase 1 (PPT1), Tripeptidyl Peptidase I (TPP1), CLN3 and CLN7—were quantified in rat neuronal, astroglial and microglial cultures using real-time RT–PCR. Microtubule Associated Protein 2 (MAP2), Glial Fibrillary Acidic Protein (GFAP) and CD68 transcripts were analyzed to assess the cell-type purity of the cultures (astrocytes were partially contaminated with microglial cells). Expression levels are expressed as the relative number of copies compared with the HPRT transcript using the comparative threshold cycle (Ct) method. CLN7 mRNA was 12 and 6.4 times more abundant in neurons than in astrocytes and microglial cells, respectively. (B) NCL-associated transcripts were quantified in several rat brain regions using the same technique. CLN7 mRNA was 2.4- and 5-fold more abundant in hippocampus than in cortex and midbrain, respectively. (C) Mouse hippocampal neurons were incubated with the endolysosomal proteolysis probe DQ-Red-BSA, fixed, stained with mLAMP1 and UBP119ip (detecting mCLN7) and analyzed by deconvolution fluorescence microscopy. Two triple-stained neurons are shown. Enlarged views of the boxed area are shown on the right. Puncta stained with UBP119ip co-localize with mLAMP1 and DQ-Red-BSA-positive puncta (arrows) in the soma and proximal dendrites. The nuclear staining obtained with the UBP119ip antibody is due to a cross-reaction artifact.
as a putative dileucine-type motif, although it is neither canonical nor conserved among mammals. The C-terminus contains two putative tyrosine-based motifs, 503-YKRL-506 and 513-YGRI-516, which are fully and partially conserved among vertebrates, respectively. Finally, the fifth cytosolic loop of CLN7 also carries a putative tyrosine-based motif, 441-YSKIL-445 (Fig. 3).

Expression of chimeric proteins suggests the presence of sorting motifs in both N- and C-terminal tails

Chimeric proteins carrying the N- and C-terminal tails of hCLN7 (residues 1–40, CD8-CLN7Nterm chimera, and residues 505–518, CD8-CLN7Cterm) were produced and analyzed by immunofluorescence microscopy to examine whether they contain targeting information. The human T cell surface marker CD8 was chosen for the first set of chimeras because it has widely been used in previous trafficking studies (24,26,27). After transient expression in HeLa cells, wild-type CD8 localized to the plasma membrane, whereas CD8-CLN7Cterm accumulated in the Golgi, probably due to chimera misfolding, and in lysosomes, as shown by its co-localization with the lysosomal enzyme aspartylglucosaminidase (AGA). Mutation of the putative tyrosine motif present in CD8-CLN7Cterm (Y513A; full-length hCLN7 numbering) abolished the co-localization with AGA and significantly misrouted the chimera to the plasma membrane, thus suggesting the presence of a targeting motif in the C-terminal tail (Supplementary Material, Fig. S3).

Expression of the CD8-CLN7Nterm resulted in large aggregates, which did not co-localize with lysosomes (data not shown) and most probably reflected folding problems due to presenting the N-terminus of CLN7 as a C-terminal tail of a type I monotopic CD8 protein. To resolve this, a sorting mutant of the NCL-associated lysosomal membrane protein CLN3 (CLN3dm) was used as a reporter to place the N-terminal tail of CLN7 in the right orientation. CLN3dm carries mutations in two targeting motifs, with one of them acting as a sorting determinant. After transient expression in HeLa cells, CLN3dm localized to the plasma membrane, whereas CD8-CLN7Nterm accumulated in the Golgi, as shown by its co-localization with AGA. These results suggest that the CD8-CLN7Nterm chimera is misfolded and is targeted to the Golgi, whereas the CLN3dm chimera is correctly folded and is targeted to the plasma membrane.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of human CLN7 topology, N-glycosylation sites and position of potential tyrosine- and dileucine-based motifs. Based on topological predictions, CLN7 is a type III transmembrane protein with 12 transmembrane domains. The N-terminus of hCLN7 contains a classical [DE]XXX-L[IL] dileucine-type motif (9-EQEPLL-14) and a non-canonical dileucine-type motif 22-EWDIL-26. The C-terminus contains two putative tyrosine-based motifs, the conserved 503-YKRL-506 and the partially conserved 513-YGRI-516. Additionally, a putative tyrosine-based motif, 441-YSKIL-445, is located in the fifth cytosolic loop of CLN7. Two N-glycosylation consensus sites are present in the luminal loop connecting transmembrane domains 9 and 10.
motifs (LI/AA + MX2G/AX9A mutant) and localizes to the plasma membrane and early endosomes, but not to the lysosomes [Fig. 4A (24)]. Replacement of the N-terminus of CLN3 dm by that of CLN7 (CLN7−CLN3dm−D1-38 chimera) induced a significant co-localization with LAMP1 (Fig. 4B), although plasma membrane staining was partially preserved. To identify the underlying sorting signal, we introduced a mutation (L13A) into the putative dileucine-type motif 9-EQEPLL-14 (numbering according to the full-length hCLN7). This abolished the lysosomal localization of the chimera (C, inserts). Co-localization is indicated with arrows, while absence of co-localization is shown with arrowheads. Scale bars, 20 μm.

Figure 4. Expression of CLN7−CLN3dm−Δ1-38 chimeras in HeLa cells. Generation of CLN7−CLN3dm−Δ1-38 constructs is shown in the schematic representation. Localization of the CLN3 dm and CLN7−CLN3dm−Δ1-38 chimeric proteins in HeLa cells was evaluated by confocal microscopy. The CLN3 dm chimeric proteins were detected with an antibody against CLN3 (left panel) and lysosomes were visualized with LAMP1 staining (middle panel). The CLN3 dm sorting mutant localizes to the plasma membrane and early endosomes, but shows no co-localization with lysosomes (A). The CLN7−CLN3dm−Δ1-38 chimera shows partial co-localization with lysosomes (B, inserts). Mutation in a putative dileucine motif of the CLN7 N-terminus (L13A) abolishes the lysosomal localization of the chimera (C, inserts). Co-localization is indicated with arrows, while absence of co-localization is shown with arrowheads. Scale bars, 20 μm.

The N-terminal dileucine motif of CLN7 is a major determinant for lysosomal sorting

To determine whether these two potential motifs actually contribute to the lysosomal localization of CLN7, mutations were introduced in critical residues of full-length CLN7 and the resulting constructs were expressed in HeLa cells. Strikingly, mutation of the N-terminal motif (L13/14AA) in EGFP-tagged hCLN7 or in the untagged mouse protein dramatically redistributed CLN7 to the cell surface, as shown by epifluorescence microscopy (Fig. 5A and C). However, optical sections within the cells using confocal (data not
shown) or deconvolution fluorescence microscopy and comparison to LAMP1 revealed a remaining lysosomal pool of CLN7-LL13/14AA (Fig. 5B and D), implying the existence of additional sorting signals. We thus mutated the tyrosine motif (Y513A) revealed by the CD8 chimera experiments. However, this mutation alone did not alter the lysosomal dis-
distribution of EGFP-hCLN7 (Supplementary Material, Fig. S4). Despite its unfavorable proximity to the last predicted transmembrane domain of CLN7, we also mutated an upstream putative sorting motif (Y503), but found again no effect. Combined mutations of the dileucine-based motif (LL13/14AA) with either Y503A or Y513A did not notably increase the plasma membrane localization over that seen with EGFP-hCLN7 carrying LL13/14AA alone, thus suggesting that C-terminal tyrosine-based motifs play a minor role in CLN7 targeting (Supplementary Material, Fig. S4).

To confirm these findings, we evaluated the redistribution of CLN7 sorting mutants to the plasma membrane using cell surface biotinylation. Whereas the wild-type protein was not detected at the cell surface, mutation of the N-terminal dileucine-based motif substantially misrouted EGFP-hCLN7 to the plasma membrane (Fig. 5E), in agreement with immunofluorescence data. On the other hand, combining the LL13/14AA mutation with either Y503A or Y513A did not alter, or only slightly increased (Y513A), the surface level of EGFP-hCLN7 (Fig. 5F).

Since simultaneous disruption of the two targeting motifs suggested by the chimera approach did not result in a complete loss of lysosomal localization, additional mutations (Fig. 3) were introduced into full-length CLN7. The unconventional dileucine-type motif (IL25-26) in the N-terminus was disrupted by introduction of the I25A mutation. Residue I444 was replaced by an alanine to disrupt simultaneously a potential YXXΦ and a non-canonical dileucine-type motif (lacking the acidic patch) in the fifth cytoplasmic loop of CLN7. However, these mutations had no effect on the subcellular localization of full-length CLN7 when introduced individually (data not shown) or in combination with L13A and Y513A mutations (Supplementary Material, Fig. S5). We also examined whether the pathogenic vLINCL mutations impair the lysosomal localization of hCLN7 and would thereby unveil unanticipated sorting signals. Previous studies showed that mutations R139H, T294K, G310D, G429D and R465W do not alter the intracellular distribution of hCLN7 (2,3). We introduced mutations G52R, Y121C, A157P, P412L and P447L, recently identified in vLINCL patients (3–6), into EGFP-hCLN7. However, none of them interfered with the lysosomal localization of hCLN7 (Supplementary Material, Fig. S6).

These findings show that the N-terminal dileucine-based motif plays a major, but non-exclusive, role in the lysosomal targeting of CLN7. Additional motifs, possibly the C-terminal 513-YGRI-516 motif but also unidentified, presumably unconventional signals, can partially direct CLN7 to the lysosome when the dileucine-based motif is impaired. The N-terminal dileucine motif binds the heterotetrameric AP-1 adaptor

To analyze whether CLN7 follows the direct or indirect route to the lysosome, HeLa cells were transiently transfected with wild-type CLN7 together with an AP180 mutant, known to block clathrin-mediated endocytosis (28). Inhibition of endocytosis was confirmed by feeding the cells with FITC-transferrin (green). The transfected cells showing defective endocytosis were indicated by an asterisk (A). Wild-type CLN7 bearing a HA epitope was transiently expressed in AP-1 (Δp1A) and in AP-3 deficient (pearl) mouse fibroblasts (Δ AP-1 and Δ AP-3, respectively). Co-localization of CLN7 (HA immunoreactivity, red) and mLAMP1 (green) in AP-1 and AP-3 deficient cells is indicated in yellow (B). Scale bars, 20 μm. (C) The N-terminus (amino acids 1–40) of CLN7 was expressed as a GST fusion protein, purified and used to pull-down adaptor proteins from HeLa cell lysate. GST-CLN3loop was used as a positive control for all the pull-downs (28). SDS–PAGE separated proteins were immunoblotted and stained with specific antibodies against AP-1, AP-2 and AP-3 (C). (D) The specificity of AP-1 binding to the N-terminal dileucine motif was verified by repeating the pull-down experiments from the mouse liver extract and including the GST-CLN7Nterm construct carrying an alanine substitution at L13 (GST-CLN7Nterm_p.L13A). Molecular masses of protein standards, in kDa (C and D).
membrane under immunofluorescence microscopy, while most of the protein remained in lysosomes (Fig. 6A), suggesting that CLN7 reaches lysosomes mainly via the direct trafficking route. To identify adaptor proteins mediating lysosomal targeting of CLN7, an epitope-tagged hCLN7 (HA-CLN7pAHC) was transiently expressed in AP-1 (Dm1A) and in AP-3 deficient (pearl) mouse fibroblasts. Wild-type CLN7 strictly localized to lysosomes in both cell lines, suggesting that targeting of CLN7 may not depend on the action of AP-1 or AP-3 adaptor proteins alone (Fig. 6B). Expression of CLN7 Y513A in these cell lines also showed solely lysosomal localization (data not shown), suggesting that the strong dileucine

**Figure 7.** Lysosomal localization of human and mouse CLN7 does not depend on N-glycans. (A and B) EGFP-tagged human and mouse CLN7 constructs carrying N-glycosylation site mutations were transiently expressed in HEK293 and analyzed by immunoblotting with or without prior treatment with endoglycosidase PNGase F. Molecular masses of protein standards, in kDa, are shown on the right. (A) PNGase F converted all EGFP-hCLN7 constructs to a sharp (unglycosylated) ~70 kDa band. Whereas single N371Q or N376Q mutations increased the electrophoretic mobility of EGFP-hCLN7 but did not abolish its heterogeneity (smear appearance), only the double mutation N371Q/N376Q fully mimicked the effect of PNGase F. Mutation N171Q had no effect. (B) For the mouse protein, complete disruption of the electrophoretic heterogeneity and PNGase F sensitivity was achieved only after mutating three asparagine residues: N372, N377 and N389. (C, D, E) Genetic ablation of the N-glycans does not interfere with the intracellular distribution of human and mouse CLN7. Multiple asparagine mutants were analyzed for EGFP fluorescence (C and D) or UBP119ip (E) and LAMP1 immunoreactivity as in Figure 1. Scale bar, 20 μm.
motif may also be recognized by more than one adaptor. Expression of the L13A/Y513A double mutant in either of the defective cell lines showed strong plasma membrane localization, with a remaining lysosomal pool (Supplementary Material, Fig. S7). These findings support the idea that several motifs and, consequently, several adaptor proteins are involved in lysosomal trafficking of CLN7.

To determine which adaptor proteins interact with the major N-terminal dileucine motif, GST pull-down experiments were performed. The N-terminal domain of CLN7 was expressed as a GST fusion protein and used to pull-down adaptors from a HeLa cell lysate. Binding of adaptors was detected by immunoblotting with antibodies recognizing specific subunits of AP-1, AP-2 and AP-3. GST-CLN3loop was used as a positive control in the experiments, since it contains a dileucine-type motif which is known to bind all the tested adaptors (29). The N-terminal domain of CLN7 was found to bind only to AP-1 (Fig. 6C). Further pull-down experiments with mouse liver extract showed that the interaction of AP-1 with the N-terminus was completely abolished by the L13A mutation, thus indicating that it specifically occurs via the dileucine motif (Fig. 6D).

N-glycosylation of CLN7 and intracellular distribution of unglycosylated mutants

Binding to lectins, such as galectins, can regulate the trafficking of membrane glycoproteins by decreasing their availability for endocytosis (30,31) or by recruiting them into sorting microdomains (32). Although such mechanisms have not been described for lysosomal proteins, we investigated the glycosylation status of CLN7 and its possible contribution to the intracellular distribution of the protein.

Treatment of cell lysates of EGFP-hCLN7 and EGFP-mCLN7 with endoglycosidase PNGase F resulted in increased electrophoretic mobility of both proteins, indicating the presence of N-glycosylation. hCLN7 possesses four N-glycosylation consensus sites at asparagine residues 6, 171, 371 and 376, of which only the last two are predicted to locate in the luminal compartment (Fig. 3). We thus mutated N371 and N376 to glutamine, individually or simultaneously, and analyzed the mutants by immunoblotting. Single mutations increased the electrophoretic mobility of EGFP-hCLN7, but preserved its sensitivity to PNGase F. In contrast, the double mutant migrated as a sharp, 70 kDa band which was insensitive to PNGase F treatment (Fig. 7A), thus showing that N-glycans are carried at both N371 and N376 residues in human CLN7. We also mutated homologous positions in mouse CLN7 (N372, N377), but the protein electrophoretic mobility remained heterogeneous and sensitive to PNGase F (Fig. 7B). However, additional mutation at a third N-x-S/T consensus site (N389), which is absent from the human sequence, converted EGFP-mCLN7 into a sharp ~67 kDa band insensitive to the endoglycosidase, thus showing that mouse CLN7 is glycosylated at all the putative asparagine residues in the fifth luminal loop. These mutated constructs were then expressed in HeLa cells and their intracellular distribution was analyzed by deconvolution fluorescence microscopy. EGFP-tagged hCLN7 N371Q/N376Q and mCLN7 N372Q/N377Q/N389Q as well as the untagged mouse mutant showed extensive overlap with LAMP1 (Fig. 7C–E), thus excluding a role of N-glycans in the intracellular targeting of CLN7.

CLN7 expression profile in rodent brain matches vLINCL neuropathology

In the last part of this study, we investigated how the expression profile of CLN7 correlates with the pattern of cell vulnerability observed in vLINCL patient brains. Since CLN7 was predominantly found to be expressed in mouse neurons (Fig. 2A), we examined whether the expression concentrates within a specific neuron type, and thus performed in situ hybridization in rat brain. These analyses showed that the CLN7 mRNA is present throughout the brain, with increased levels in the granular layer of the cerebellar cortex, the pyramidal layer of the hippocampus and, to some extent, in the deeper layers of the neocortex (Fig. 8).

We also performed a histological analysis of the postmortem brains and retinas from CLN7-defective vLINCL patients with ages ranging from 7 to 18 years old. Neurons generally displayed maximum lysosomal storage, demonstrated by autofluorescence of accumulated ceroid (Fig. 9) and immunoreactivity for Cathepsin D (data not shown). In agreement with the dominant expression of CLN7 mRNA in mouse neurons (Fig. 2A), storage was found to be less abundant in other cell types. There was discrete, just detectable storage in oligodendrocytes, in agreement with the absence of myelin.
Figure 9. Histological abnormalities in brain from CLN7-defective vLINCL patients. (A–D) Cerebellar cortex sections showing progression of neuronal depletion between ages 7 (A and B) and 18 years (C). Sections were stained with haematoxylin and eosin (A, C1, D) or analyzed for autofluorescence under UV light (B, C3). Granule cell layer neurons are dramatically reduced in the cerebellum of the younger patient (A) and completely disappeared in the older patient (C1). Purkinje cells (‘Pc’ arrow) disappear much later (compare A with C1). For comparison, the cerebellar cortex of a CLN6-defective LINCL patient (D; age 12 years) is practically intact. Autofluorescence is mostly expressed in Purkinje cells (asterisks in B) and is discrete in the remaining granule neurons (arrowheads). Only Bergmann reactive astroglia (Bg in C) persist in the older patient, expressing strong signal for GFAP (C2) and a low but discernible degree of storage (C3). (E and F) Frontal cortex section (7-year patient): CD68 immunoreactivity (E) and autofluorescence (F) are present in all neuronal layers except layer V (marked by double arrows). The discrete residual storage in layer V represents reactive astrocytes. Neuronal storage occurs even in axon hillocks (F, upper insert). Some neurons in layer VI (lower insert) show massive perikaryal storage. Macrophages, demonstrated by CD68 staining, are dispersed throughout the cortex, thus suggesting they came from the scavenged layer V. (G and H) Hippocampus section (7-year patient) analyzed for CD68 immunoreactivity (G) and autofluorescence (H). Pyramidal neurons of the CA sector show strong autofluorescence; their number is significantly reduced in the CA2 sector. Macrophages are concentrated in the CA sector, thus indicating active scavenging of damaged neurons. Insert in (H) shows discrete uniform storage in dentate gyrus (DG) neurons, whose number is not apparently reduced.
alteration (data not shown). The amount of storage in astrocytes was low, but easily detectable and did not interfere with reactive astrocytosis, which is a feature of vLINCL neuropathology (Fig. 9C). Microglial phagocytes detected by CD68 staining were small and numerous, and showed barely detectable autofluorescence (Fig. 9E and G). In the areas of neuronal degeneration they were enlarged, often clustered in the form of neuronophagic granulomas and loaded with autofluorescent material (Fig. 10).

Interestingly, the loss of human neurons correlates well with the level of CLN7 expression observed in rodent brain. In the cerebellar cortex, Purkinje cells persisted much longer than granule layer neurons. Whereas granule neurons were highly reduced in number in patients who died at ages 7 and 8, beyond that age the granule cell layer was totally absent (Fig. 9A–C; compare with Fig. 9D). Purkinje cells survived significantly longer (Supplementary Material, Fig. S8). Ceroid storage was higher in Purkinje cells, in both perikarya and dendrites, the latter often displaying torpedo-like distensions. Storage in remaining granule neurons was discrete and perinuclear (Fig. 9B), thus suggesting that neurodegeneration may not directly result from autofluorescent material storage. Highest storage was detected in neurons of the neocortical area where the autofluorescence was present in both perikarya and axon hillocks. Maximal neuron loss was found in the cortical layer V (Fig. 9E and F). Hippocampal pyramidal neurons showed intense storage and maximum vulnerability in the CA2 sector. Storage was discrete in perikarya of the dentate gyrus neurons, which did not display significant reduction in number (Fig. 9G and H). Neurons in other regions (basal ganglia, thalamus, oblongata, brain stem, spinal medulla) showed storage without significant large-scale cell loss. Some local variability in the storage intensity was detected (data not shown).

Retinal neurons in all layers showed high level of degeneration irrespective of the degree of storage. Neurodegeneration was maximal in neurons of the ganglionic layer. Other (remaining) neurons in the nuclear layers displayed discrete signs of storage (Supplementary Material, Fig. S9).

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, we sought to characterize the distribution of CLN7, the polytopic membrane protein underlying a variant form of late-infantile NCL, to identify the determinants responsible for its intracellular distribution and to compare its cellular and regional distribution with human neuropathological features. We show that CLN7 mRNA is preferentially expressed in neurons and that the native protein localizes to lysosomes in hippocampal neurons. Furthermore, we identified the major determinant responsible for the lysosomal targeting of CLN7. Finally, we show that the distribution of ceroid storage and of neuron loss in patient brains correlates with the cellular and regional expression of CLN7 in rat brain, suggesting that vLINCL is a cell-autonomous disorder.
Intracellular distribution of CLN7

Previous data had shown that recombinant, epitope-tagged CLN7 overexpressed in cell lines localizes to lysosomes and late endosomes at steady state (2). However, it was important to confirm the localization of CLN7 in a more natural context, given the non-lysosomal localization of CLN6 and CLN8 (33–35) and the controversial data published in relation to CLN5 (20). We thus raised an antibody against the mouse of rat liver lysosomes (36) and of highly purified placental sequences have been detected in mass-spectrometry analyses of rat liver lysosomes (36) and of highly purified placental lysosomes (37) confirms the intracellular distribution of native CLN7 in other tissues.

Determinants of the lysosomal localization

In a second line of investigation, we examined the determinants responsible for the lysosomal and late endosomal localization of CLN7. We found that a classical dileucine-type motif, present in the cytosolic N-terminal tail, is a major determinant of this localization. In the absence of this motif, a large fraction of the protein is misrouted to the cell surface, although another pool of CLN7 molecules is still delivered to the lysosomes. Similar N-terminal dileucine-based sorting motifs have been previously reported for other transporters, such as the lysosomal sialic acid transporter sialin (38,39), the glucose transporter GLUT8 (40) and the melanosomal, transporter-like protein OCA2 (41). During revision of this manuscript, the role of the N-terminal dileucine motif of CLN7, and the lack of contribution of N-glycosylation, was independently confirmed by another study (42).

However, these authors also reported that transport of CLN7 to the lysosomes is mediated via the plasma membrane (42). This is in contradiction with the absence of detectable wild-type CLN7 at the cell surface in our biotinylation experiments and with the fact that most wild-type CLN7 remained in the lysosomes after impairment of clathrin-mediated endocytosis. The direct lysosomal trafficking route of CLN7 is also supported by our in vitro pull-down experiments, which revealed a strong and specific binding of the N-terminal dileucine motif to the heterotetrameric adaptor AP-1. However, the steady-state lysosomal distribution of wild-type CLN7 was fully preserved in AP-1-deficient cells, in contrast with the strong effect of the dileucine motif mutation. Such an apparent discrepancy between motif and cognate adaptor inactivation suggests that the dileucine motif may also be recognized by other adaptors within the cell.

Detection of a small fraction of CLN7 at the plasma membrane when endocytosis is blocked, and of a significant lysosomal pool of CLN7 in the absence of the N-terminal dileucine motif, indicates the existence of additional targeting information and the obvious complexity of targeting of CLN7. Our chimera experiments revealed that the C-terminal tail of CLN7 carries such information and that it depends on a tyrosine-based putative motif. However, mutation of the Y513 residue in the full-length protein did not alter its steady-state localization, suggesting that it plays a minor targeting role. Due to the strong trafficking defect associated with the mutation of the dileucine motif alone, the hidden targeting signal(s) are suggested to play only a minor, or maybe a cell-specific role in the targeting of CLN7. It is noteworthy that none of the missense mutations associated with vLINCL analyzed previously (2,3) or, in this study, seem to affect the lysosomal localization of CLN7, indicating that vLINCL is primarily caused by loss or impaired function of CLN7 rather than disturbed trafficking of the protein as has been detected in many other NCLs. For example, most of the pathogenic mutations in the lysosomal membrane protein CLN3, underlying the juvenile NCL, result in retention of the protein in the ER (24,43). Similarly, lysosomal trafficking of the soluble NCL proteins, CLN1/PPT1 and CLN5, is reported to be very sensitive to disease-causing mutations (15,44).

The identification of the dileucine motif as the major determinant of CLN7 lysosomal targeting also has practical interest for future functional studies, since the possibility to re-direct lysosomal transporters to the cell surface allows monitoring their activity as a whole-cell uptake, which is more accessible than, and topologically equivalent to, lysosomal efflux (38,45,46). Candidate substrates can thus be screened on whole cells expressing the dileucine mutant of CLN7 to elucidate its putative transport activity.

Cellular and regional expression of CLN7 predicts human neuropathology

In a third line of investigation, we asked which regions in the brain and which cell types predominantly express CLN7 and compared this expression, on one hand, to that of other lysosomal NCL proteins in rodent brain and, on the other hand, to the neuropathological features of CLN7-associated vLINCL.

At the cellular level, CLN7 was the only one, among the analyzed NCL mRNAs, which is more prominently expressed in neurons than in microglial cells and astrocytes, suggesting a prominent function of CLN7 in neurons. Quantification of regional mRNA expression in rat brain showed that the highest CLN7 mRNA levels were detected in hippocampus and, overall, the levels displayed greater variation between the different brain regions when compared with those of the other analyzed NCL genes. However, the mRNA levels of CLN7 in different brain regions were generally 10- to 50-fold less abundant than those detected for the soluble enzymes CTSD, PPT1 and TPP1. Only the mRNA levels of CLN3, another transmembrane protein of the NCL group, were lower than those of CLN7. Similar differences were observed in neural cell cultures. Altogether, these findings draw a line between the mRNA levels of genes encoding soluble and membrane-bound NCL proteins.

In situ hybridization analyses of the rat brain confirmed that the expression level of CLN7 is overall low since a long exposure time was required to produce autoradiograms. Our data show that CLN7 is expressed throughout the brain, but show higher mRNA levels in the pyramidal cell layers of the hippocampus and in the granular layer of the cerebellum. Most importantly, these findings are in a good agreement...
with the early loss of cerebellar granule neurons and, more generally, the prominent storage of ceroid in neurons over other cell types in the post-mortem brains of CLN7-defective vLINCL patients analyzed in this study. In contrast to soluble lysosomal enzymes which can be transferred from one cell to another by mannose-6-phosphate-dependent endocytosis, lysosomal membrane proteins act in the cells which synthesized them (47). Their deficiency should thus generally induce cell-autonomous defects. Accordingly, it has been observed that disruption of the *Niemann-Pick* type C1 or the chloride transporter *CIC-7* genes in mice results in cell-autonomous defects (48–50)—but see ref. (51) for a non-cell-autonomous defect of glial cells in a *Drosophila* model of mucolipidosis type IV. The correlation observed in this study between CLN7 mRNA distribution and neuropathological findings suggests that, similarly, cell-autonomous defects may underpin the pathophysiology of CLN7-associated vLINCL. Animal models should help test this proposal in the future.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**cDNA constructs**

The construct for full-length hCLN7 (amino acids 1–518) carrying an aminoterimal hemagglutinin (HA) tag (HA-CLN7pAHC) has been described earlier (2). The untagged mCLN7 construct was generated by PCR from *Mus musculus* IMAGE cDNA no. 40061889 (primers in Supplementary Material, Table S1) and cloned at the *HindIII* and *Xbal* sites of pcDNA3 (Invitrogen). Mouse and human CLN7 constructs tagged at their N-terminus by EGFP were generated by PCR (Supplementary Material, Table S1) and cloned into pEGFP-C2 (Clontech). To generate CD8 chimeric proteins, the N-terminus (amino acids 1–40) and C-terminus (amino acids 505–518) of hCLN7 were PCR amplified from a Marathon Ready Human Brain cDNA (Clontech) using CLN7 specific primers, and cloned into CD8-pBluescript in replacement of the CD8 cytosolic tail (Supplementary Material, Table S1). The CD8-CLN7Nterm and CD8-CLN7Cterm inserts were then subcloned into pcDNA3.1(+) (+). To generate the CLN7-CLN3 chimera, a CLN3 cDNA (CLN3dm) carrying the N-terminus (amino acids 1–40) and C-terminus (amino acids 505–518) of hCLN7 was PCR amplified from a Marathon Ready Human Brain cDNA (Clontech) using CLN7 specific primers, and cloned into CD8-pBluescript in replacement of the CD8 cytosolic tail (Supplementary Material, Table S1). The CD8-CLN7Nterm and CD8-CLN7Cterm inserts were then subcloned into pcDNA3.1(+) (+). To generate the CLN7-CLN3 chimera, a CLN3 cDNA (CLN3dm) carrying mutations in two lysosomal targeting motifs [LI/AA+ MXφG/AXφA (24)] was used as a PCR template to produce an N-terminally truncated construct lacking the first 38 amino acids (CLN3dm-Δ1-38) and cloned into pcDNA3.1. A PCR product coding for the N-terminus of hCLN7 (amino acids 1–40) was then ligated in frame with CLN3dm-Δ1-38 in pcDNA3.1 (Supplementary Material, Table S1). The *mv* tagged AP180pcMV construct used in the endocytosis blocking experiments was a gift from Dr H. McMahon, Cambridge, UK. For the production of GST fusion protein, the N-terminal fragment (amino acids 1–40) of hCLN7 was cloned in frame with GST in the pGEX4T-1 vector (Amersham Biosciences) (Supplementary Material, Table S1). All amino acid substitutions introduced into the above constructs were generated using the QuickChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA) or an equivalent approach using Phusion polymerase (Finnzymes) and two complementary mutated primers (Supplementary Material, Table S2). All constructs were verified by sequence analysis.

**Antibodies**

An antibody against mouse CLN7 was produced by immunizing New Zealand White rabbits against a 22-mer peptide (CKSVNFAQENTDEPQIPEGSID) coupled at its N-terminus to Keyhole Limpet Haemocyanin according to standard procedures (Agro-Bio, France). Immunoglobulins were affinity-purified using the antigenic peptide and stored frozen at −20°C in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) supplemented with 0.09% sodium azide.

Mouse monoclonal anti-CD8 was used for the detection of CD8 chimeras (mCD8; 1:200; kindly provided by Dr Matthew Seaman, Cambridge Institute for Medical Research, Cambridge, UK). CLN7-CLN3dm-Δ1-38 chimeras were detected with a rabbit peptide antibody raised against the amino acids 242–258 of mouse CLN3 [m385; 1:300 (52)]. Full-length hCLN7 constructs carrying an N-terminal HA tag or EGFP tag were detected with rabbit polyclonal anti-HA (Y-11; 1:500; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and with a mixture of two monoclonal anti-GFP antibodies (1:1000, Roche Molecular Biochemicals), respectively. A mouse monoclonal antibody (H4A3; 1:100; Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, University of Iowa, IA, USA) against LAMP1, or a rabbit polyclonal anti-AGA [1:400 (53)], was used to visualize lysosomes in HeLa cells. In Δμ1A (AP-1 deficient cells, kindly provided by Peter Schu, Göttingen, Germany) and AP-3βA pearl cells (AP-3 deficient cells, kindly provided by Scottie Robinson, Cambridge Institute for Medical Research, Cambridge, UK), lysosomes were detected using a monoclonal rat antibody ID4B against mouse LAMP1 (1:100 from Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, or 1:500 from BD Biosciences). Monoclonal antibodies against AP-1γ and AP-2α were from BD Biosciences (Pharmingen). AP-3 was detected with a purified antibody against δ-adaptin kindly provided by Dr A. Peden (54). Conjugated secondary antibodies used in immunofluorescence stainings were from Jackson ImmunoResearch (West Grove, PA, USA) or Molecular Probes (Invitrogen) and HRP-conjugated antibodies used for western blot detection were from DAKO or Sigma.

**Cell culture and transfections**

HeLa and HEK293 cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS), 50 mg/ml streptomycin and 100 IU/ml penicillin in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO₂ at 37°C. Δμ1A and AP-3βA pearl cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 20% FCS and antibiotics. Cells were transfected by electroporation (HeLa cells) as previously described (38) or by lipofection on 6-well plates using FuGENE-HD (HeLa cells; Roche Molecular Biochemicals) or Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) transfection reagents according to the guidelines provided by the manufacturers.

For immunofluorescence analysis, hippocampal neuron cultures were performed as previously described (55). Hippocampi of mouse embryos were dissected at days 17–18. After trypsinization, tissue dissociation was achieved with a Pasteur pipette. Cells were counted and plated on poly-l-lysine-coated 14 mm diameter cover slips, at a density of 60 000–75 000
cells per 15 mm dish (300–375 cells per square millimeter), in complete Neurobasal medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 2% B-27 (Invitrogen), 0.5 mM l-glutamine, 10 U/ml penicillin G and 10 mg/ml streptomycin. Four to 5 h after plating, cover slips were transferred to a 90 mm dish containing conditioned medium obtained by incubating rat glial cultures (70–80% confluency) for 24 h in the complete medium described above.

For RT–PCR analysis, cortical neurons were prepared from E16 Sprague-Dawley rat embryos according to Huettner and Baughman (56). Cells dissociated with 1 mM papain (Sigma) were plated in Neurobasal medium supplemented with B-27 at a density of 1.5 × 10^5 cells/cm² in poly-d-lysine coated dishes. Medium was changed after 3 days and neurons harvested after 7 days.

Microglial cultures were obtained from 9- to 12-day mixed primary glial cultures prepared from cerebral cortices of 1-day-old rats (57). Microglial cells were harvested by mild shaking, resuspended in Basal Eagle’s Medium supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum, 2 mM glutamine and 100 μg/ml gentamicin, and plated on uncoated plastic wells at a density of 1.25 × 10^5 cells/cm². Cells were allowed to adhere for 20 min and washed to remove non-adhering cells.

Astrocytes were prepared from 7- to 10-day mixed primary glial cultures derived from 1-day-old rat cerebral cortices. Cells were cultured in MEM/FCS and re-plated twice, at confluence, to eliminate microglial cells (58). Experiments were performed in agreement with the institutional guidelines for use of animals and their care, in compliance with national and international laws and policies (European Community Council Directive no. 86-609/87-848/EEC and agreement no. 75-974 from the Ministère de l’Agriculture et de la Forêt, Service Vétérinaire de la Santé et de la Protection Animale to M.D.).

Real-time RT-PCR

RNA was extracted from primary cultures using the Tri-Reagent isolation system (Sigma) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Yield and integrity of RNA were determined by 260 nm light absorbance and agarose gel electrophoresis. Total RNA was treated with the DNA-free kit (Ambion) to eliminate possible DNA contaminations. Yield and integrity of RNA were determined by 260 nm light absorbance and agarose gel electrophoresis. Total RNA was treated with the DNA-free kit (Ambion) to eliminate possible DNA contaminations. Four micrograms of RNA were reverse transcribed with an RNA sample. The relative expression level of the genes of interest was then expressed as 2^\(-\Delta Ct\) where \(\Delta Ct = Ct\) gene of interest – \(Ct\) HPRT.

Immunofluorescence analysis

For immunofluorescence analysis in HeLa and AP-deficient cells, transfected cells were grown on cover slips for 48 h and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 15 min. To visualize proteolytic activity of late endosomes and lysosomes, live HeLa cells were incubated overnight in complete medium supplemented with 50 μg/ml DQTM Red BSA (Molecular Probes) and washed twice with PBS prior to fixation. In the endocytosis blocking experiments, HeLa cells transfected 24 h earlier were starved in serum-free DMEM for 2 h and then incubated for 20 min in serum-free DMEM containing 25 μg/ml FITC-conjugated human serum transferrin (Molecular Probes). The cells were then washed and subsequently fixed with 4% PFA. Cells were permeabilized with 0.05–0.2% saponin in PBS supplemented with 0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 10 min at room temperature and stained with the specific antibodies described above.

Immunofluorescence analysis in neurons was performed 9–10 days after plating. Cells were washed with PBS fixed 10 min with 4% PFA in PBS and washed three times with PBS before permeabilization for 5 min with 0.2% Triton X-100. Primary and secondary antibodies were applied overnight at 4°C and for 1 h at room temperature, respectively, in PBS supplemented with 3% BSA, 2% normal goat serum and 2% normal donkey serum. The cover slips were mounted with Gel Mount (Sigma) or FluoromountG (Southern Biotechnology Associates) on object glasses and viewed using a Leica DMR confocal microscope or a Nikon Eclipse TE-2000 microscope equipped with a CCD camera (CoolSnap). When indicated, out of focus signal in the selected focal plane was corrected by deconvolution microscopy: five z-sections (0.2 μm spacing) were collected on both sides of the selected plane and the stacked images were deconvoluted using the PSF-based Iterative 3D Deconvolution module of Metamorph software (Universal Imaging Corporation). Image processing was done using Adobe Photoshop software.

Biotinylation assay

Two days after transfection, 10^7 HEK293 cells were washed twice with ice-cold PBS/Ca/Mg and biotinylated for 2 × 20 min at 4°C using 2 mg/ml of the cell-impermeant, cleavable reagent sulfo-NHS-SS-biotin (Pierce) in PBS/Ca/Mg. Unbound biotin was quenched for 20 min at 4°C with 100 mM glycine in PBS/Ca/Mg. After two washes, cells were lysed for 1 h in 1 ml/well lysis buffer (150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X-100, 1 mM PMSF, 0.1 mM leupeptin, 0.1 μM pepstatin A). The cell lysate (1 mg protein in 3 ml) was clarified by sedimentation at 20 000g for 10 min and the supernatant was incubated for 2 h at 4°C with 750 μl streptavidin-agarose bead suspension (Fluka) under gentle agitation. Beads were sedimented at 100g for 30 s. Supernatants (unbound material) were recovered and beads were
washed three times successively with 5 ml of lysis buffer, then 500 mM NaCl containing 50 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5 and finally 10 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5. Streptavidin-bound material was eluted by adding 50 μl of 2× Laemmli’s sample buffer to the streptavidin-agarose beads (pellet volume: 150 μl). Fifteen microliters of cell lysate and unbound proteins and 30 μl of the bead eluate were resolved by 10% SDS–PAGE and analyzed by immunoblotting with anti-GFP antibodies.

**GST pull-down analyses**

The wild-type and mutated GST-CLN7 fusion proteins were produced in *E. coli* BL21 strain at 30°C. Bacterial pellets were solubilized in the STE buffer (100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA) supplemented with 10 ng/ml lysozyme, 5 mM DTT, 1.5% sarcosyl and 1× protease inhibitor cocktail. The soluble fusion proteins were then affinity-purified by binding to glutathione-Sepharose 4B beads (Amersham Biosciences) over night at 4°C. The cytosolic extract of HeLa cells was prepared by lysing cells in 25 mM Heps, pH 7.4, 0.5 mM MgCl₂, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA and 0.5% Triton X-100, and removing cell debris by centrifugation. The mouse liver extract was prepared by homogenizing one mouse liver in 8 ml of extraction buffer (50 mM Hepes-KOH, pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA and 0.5% Triton X-100) followed by centrifugation at 100 000 × g overnight or with 0.5 ml (10 mg protein/ml) of mouse liver extract for 4 h at 4°C. The cytosolic extract of HeLa cells was prepared by lysing cells in 25 mM Heps, pH 7.4, 0.5 mM MgCl₂, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA and 0.5% Triton X-100, and removing cell debris by centrifugation. The mouse liver extract was prepared by homogenizing one mouse liver in 8 ml of extraction buffer (50 mM Hepes-KOH, pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA and 0.5% Triton X-100) followed by centrifugation at 100 000 g for 30 min in a Beckman TLA 100.3 rotor. GST pull-down experiments were performed by incubating equalized GST fusion protein samples either with 2 ml of cytosolic extract of HeLa cells (~0.7 mg protein/ml) overnight or with 0.5 ml (10 mg protein/ml) of mouse liver extract for 4 h at 4°C. Samples were separated by 10% SDS–PAGE and analyzed by western blotting with the above-mentioned antibodies against AP complexes.

**Deglycosylation assay**

Transfected HEK-293 were briefly washed with PBS and scrapped in ice-cold PBS supplemented with protease inhibitors (Halt Protease Inhibitor Cocktail, Pierce Biotechnology). Cell extracts (20 μg proteins) were incubated overnight at room temperature with 2.5 μl (1250 U) PNGaseF (New England Biolabs) in 50 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.5 containing 40 mM DTT, 1% NP-40 and 0.5% SDS before SDS–PAGE and immunoblotting analysis with anti-GFP antibodies.

**In situ hybridization**

Rats were rapidly sacrificed; brains were removed and frozen in isopentane at −30°C. Sagittal and coronal sections were taken at −20°C, thaw-mounted on glass slides and stored at −80°C before use. CLN7 mRNA expression was determined by *in situ* hybridization with radiolabeled oligonucleotides, as previously described (60,61). Four antisense oligonucleotide probes were designed from the *Rattus norvegicus* sequence (accession number NM_001047910.1) using the following sequences (5′ to 3′): GCT GAC TGC CCA TCG TGG GCC CAA GTA AGT GTA C; GCT GTA GGA ACC TGG ACC CAG AAT AAA GCC CAG GCC; GGC ACC CGT TCT TTC CTG AAG GGA AGT AGC ACC G; and CCG TGC ACT TCC AGA AGT GGT TAA CCA GCC C. Sense probes were synthesized as negative controls.

Oligonucleotides were labeled with [35S]dATP (Perkin Elmer, Ontario, Canada) to 5 × 10⁸ cpm/μg using terminal transferase (Promega, Fisher Scientific Ltd, Ontario, Canada). On the day of the experiment, slides were fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde in PBS, washed with PBS, rinsed with water, dehydrated with 70% ethanol and air-dried. Sections were then covered with 100 μl of hybridization medium containing 4 × 10⁶ cpm of a mix of the four antisense, or sense, labeled oligonucleotides in the HELIOS buffer (Helios Biosciences; http://www.heliosbiosciences.com). Slides were incubated overnight at 42°C, washed and dried. After exposure for 2 weeks to BAS-TR Fuji Imaging screens (Fuji Film Photo Co., Tokyo, Japan), screens were scanned with a Fuji Bioimaging Analyzer BAS-5000.

**Human brain neuropathology**

Neuropathology was studied in samples from various regions of the central nervous system of formalin-fixed brains from autopsies of patients with vLINCL defined by pathogenic mutation in the CLN7 gene. All the mutations were homozygous: c.881 C > A was proved in four of them, aged 7, 7, 8 and 16; in two of them, aged 8 and 9, it was c.754+2 T > A. The samples were embedded in paraffin and studied by the following list of methods. The presence of lysosomal storage was detected by the intensity and distribution of autofluorescence under UV light excitation (400–440 nm; Nikon BV-2A filter block) and by immunohistochemical detection of Cathepsin D as a luminal lysosomal marker (polyclonal antibody, DAKO, Copenhagen, Denmark). Vulnerability of the affected cell populations was analyzed by histological staining directly revealing the changes in regional cell populations (hematoxylin and eosin, Klüver-Barrera) and by indirect indicators of neuronal degeneration: microglial phagocyte response using CD68 antibodies (clone PGM1, DAKO, Copenhagen, Denmark) and astrocytosis using mouse monoclonal antibody against GFAP (DAKO, Copenhagen, Denmark; dilution 1:200). Sections stained for CD68 were also used for simultaneous evaluation of autofluorescence in non-phagocytic cells. This strongly decreased autofluorescence in phagocytes, but preserved autofluorescence in other cell types, thereby allowing simultaneous evaluation of primary storage (neurons, astrocytes) and of the scavenging phagocyte response of microglia. Scavenged autofluorescent material in glial phagocytes could be evaluated better in sections with reduced exposure to the CD68 antibody (data not shown). Primary antibody reactivity was detected using the appropriate DAKO Envision® kits with DAB chromogen (DAKO, Glostrup, Denmark).

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL**

Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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